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Abstract
The hyperloop is an upcoming transportation technology promising to revolutionize the way people and cargo are
transported, given the shear speed advantage that a hyperloop pod can travel in as compared to that of any other current
land-based transportation mode. Using secondary sources to theoretically examine the effects of the hyperloop on
existing supply chains, further point estimates are obtained surrounding different variables of the hyperloop such as
its speed, carry capacity, and launch rate. A preliminary investigation is then conducted in the context of northern
Germany, where 19,360,000 tons of cargo were transported in 2013 using trucks. As such, a mirrored hyperloop-based
supply chain is modelled, simulated, and compared to that of the control, using Arena. It is estimated that the hyperloop
could have transported 8% more cargo within the same time period, where it is seen that 26% more hyperloop pods
are dispatched when compared to trucks, as per the simulation output.
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1. Introduction

The hyperloop is a new transportation concept currently in development, promising the ability of transporting cargo
and passengers in a point-to-point like system fashion, where individual hyperloop pods can achieve speeds of up to
1200 kilometers per hour when travelling between any two points (Werner 2016). Whilst the advantages to such a
technology is significant, potentially revolutionizing the ways cargo and people are transported, actual
implementations of the hyperloop remain to be seen and hence, a level of uncertainty exists surrounding the real
capabilities of the hyperloop.
Using real world data, this paper includes a preliminary investigation that aims to examine the significance of the
potential supply chain capability improvement provided by the hyperloop, given that limited research and
development has been completed surrounding the hyperloop since its announcement in 2013. Using data which
describes hyperloop capabilities in terms of its travel speed and cargo-carrying capacity amongst other variables, the
time needed to transport a specified volume of cargo using the hyperloop as opposed to that having been transported
using existing transportation modes is compared. Hence, a figure representing the extent to which hyperloops can
enhance existing supply chains is achieved.
With multiple hyperloop projects currently in development worldwide, some of them having reached the late phase
of testing/development, it would be appropriate to initially determine how such an upcoming technology compares to
existing transportation modes theoretically and hence, studying the extent to which the hyperloop can affect existing
supply chains. Specifically, the aim is to examine whether the hyperloop can integrate into existing supply chains and
transportation modes and as such, empower supply chains by offering improvements in costs, delivery time, volume
delivered, amongst other indicators.
This study seeks to suggest a means to which performance indicators of today’s supply chain systems can be
significantly improved. With variables such as location, inventory, and demand affecting current supply chain
networks (Chopra and Meindi 2015) the primary and secondary research presented in this paper aims to tackle the
constraints developed by these variables. Moreover, stakeholders might alter their business decision-making processes
based on the development and implementation of hyperloops.

2. Literature Review

Supply chains of the future are smart. A smart supply chain is one that is fluid, clean, safe, secure, and cost efficient,
where one way that a supply chain can fulfill all such mentioned criteria is by being autonomous (Lehmacher 2017).
The hyperloop is an upcoming technology that can act as the main driving factor of building an autonomous supply
chain. The hyperloop is a high-speed intercity transportation mode, consisting of two elevated parallel tubes that
extend across the surface, being supported intermittently by pylons (Taylor et al. 2016). Most of the air inside the
tubes are pumped out, creating a partial vacuum that allows for small pods to travel across the length of the tube at
high speed as air resistance is significantly reduced, where the whole system can be powered using solar panels (Taylor
et al. 2016).

2.1 Comparison of the Hyperloop Against Current Transportation Technologies

Whilst such pods of the hyperloop can transport both passengers and cargo, this paper will focus on the analysis of
the hyperloop in a supply chain in terms of its cargo-carrying ability. As such, it would be important to initially
compare how the hyperloop would compete with existing transportation technologies across the different
transportation media: air, land, and sea.
In reference to air transportation, it is the most probable case that freight which is transported by air would most likely
benefit from the emergence of the hyperloop. This is since air transport is usually utilized to deliver goods quickly
over long distances, where such deliveries are time sensitive, highly valuable, or perishable (Taylor et al. 2016). As
such, the speed of the hyperloop, in addition to its point-to-point movement represents a good match to transport such
types of cargo, especially considering the significant cost associated with air transportation as compared to other
traditional transportation modes. In this context, the hyperloop represents a more economical alternative to air
transportation.
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On the other hand, it is not probable that the hyperloop can replace trucks in reference to land transportation modes,
as the latter would form a critical component surrounding the functioning of the hyperloop in the first place. Using
trucks, cargo will be transported and unloaded at the hyperloop origin stations, where trucks will also be needed to
load and transport the same cargo to its destination, adding much time to a roughly 800km trip (the maximum length
of a hyperloop track), that of which can be covered by a truck in one day anyway (Taylor et al. 2016). Similarly, cargo
weight and volume remain to be at the advantage of other land-based transportation modes such as trains, especially
so in the case that such cargo is not time sensitive (Taylor et al. 2016).
Finally, whilst the only possible modes of transportation across the sea are either by planes or ships, indicating that
this transportation medium can benefit significantly from an additional transportation mode, the range limit of a
hyperloop track makes it unlikely for the hyperloop to compete in this medium (Taylor et al. 2016). Yet, ‘Hyperloop
one’ describe a potential use of the hyperloop to expand on the normally capacity-strained ports, by unloading cargo
from ships directly onto a hyperloop track to be taken to an off-shore facility for sorting and hence, increasing the
sorting capacity of the port (Taylor et al. 2016) and indirectly empowering sea transportation.

2.2 Comparison of the Hyperloop Against Supply Chain Drivers

Supply chains have many drivers of which affect its performance, leading industries to continually strive to reduce
costs and maintain a competitive advantage. The supply chain cost drivers to be discussed in this paper are pricing
(broken down into investment and transportation costs) and inventory, where the hyperloop is examined in reference
to its potential effect on such drivers.

2.2.1 Transportation costs

A factor to consider within the design of a supply chain is such that each stage of the chain must add value to its flow
of goods. This factor can also be translated as being the total value added to the product at the end of the supply chain
(Chopra and Meindi 2015). Value added can be maximized by minimizing costs, where the hyperloop is positioned
to be the best transportation mode in minimizing costs at a marginal level, in reference to the transportation costs per
kilometer as per Table 1 below:
Table 1: Costs for high-performance transportation technologies (Markvica et al. 2018)

2.2.2 Investment Costs

One of the main strategic decisions that must be made in the design of a supply chain network is the location of the
suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and customers. Performing changes to a supply chain design even
when within the early stages of development is difficult, as significant time and money resources would have already
been invested (Chopra and Meindi 2015). Furthermore, an alteration of decision making may incur additional costs.
To help with such, mathematical models can be developed and designed such that the distances travelled between all
supply chain nodes are minimized to achieve an optimal design. This approach requires factors such as the
environment, demand, frequency of shipments, warehousing costs, and many more to be considered as constraints
whilst building the model. The extents of such constraints seem to vary based on the available capital and ensuing
operating costs, and it is from this angle that the introduction of hyperloops in a supply chain network may enhance
such mathematical models.
This is since Markvica et al. (2018) developed a model to compare freight airships and cargo-sous-terrain, to highspeed modes of transportation such as hyperloops. The mathematical model was subject to a small scenario experiment
which has shown that due to the required high investment costs of hyperloops, cargo air shipping is the cheapest
method of transportation, whereas taking investment costs out of the equation results in the hyperloop being the lowest
cost transportation mode.
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2.2.3 Inventory

Uncertainty is a key aspect in supply chain management as the response to supply and demand is heavily dependent
on forecasting. As such, inventory is employed to handle demand uncertainty, although such a solution adds additional
costs due to the warehousing and transportation needed to accommodate such excess stock.
As a result, inventory management techniques such as just in time (JIT) have been developed to help eliminate waste
and associated costs. This is since JIT focuses on increasing efficiency by optimizing order cycles such that a goods
shipment always arrives at the exact point when warehouse stock decreases to zero (Nahmias 2015) Good data analysis
of demand is vital in producing accurate forecasts of which determine the extent of success of JIT. Given the nature
of any forecast however, a certain level of safety stock is required to help satisfy unpredicted demand (Meng 2006).
Research has been conducted on the effectiveness of high-speed networks using an adaptive genetic algorithm. For
instance, Zhang et al. (2020) focuses on “an integrated optimization model of the location–inventory problem for
EMU [electric multiple-component] component distribution that incorporates the location cost of a DC [distribution
center], inventory cost, the linear transportation cost from the distribution center to the EMU depot, and the
penalty cost.” EMU refers to autonomous trains that use electricity to travel – such trains are known for their high
speeds and pollution-free operations, akin to the hyperloop. The research was tasked to answer the following three
questions:
• The number and locations of distribution centers (DC)
• The allocations from suppliers to the distribution centers and from the distribution centers to the EMU depots,
and the choice of transportation modes
• The distribution center optimal order quantity, reorder point, and safety stock.
The results show that as the service level of an operation increases, stockout costs decreases whilst the transportation
costs increase. Additionally, operations with higher stockout costs are better suited for higher speed transportation
modes (Zhang et al. 2020). Ultimately, the implications of lower stockout costs are such that safety stock level can
also be decreased.

2.3 Current Hyperloop Projects Worldwide

The progress of hyperloop projects around the world follow an almost exponential trend over the years, due to the
need and demand for faster transportation methods. The hyperloop idea was first developed by JumpStarter Inc. with
the objective of introducing new disruptive innovation to the traditional transportation industry. It was then first
proposed by Elon Musk with the idea of travelling between Los Angeles and San Francisco – a trip that would roughly
take thirty minutes with a speed of around one-thousand kilometers per hour. As such, several governmental
organizations adapted the idea and started funding it to make it viable in their areas. For instance, since March 11th,
2016, the Slovakian government met with JumpStarter Inc. to sign an agreement of exploring the idea of building a
local Hyperloop system, with the vision of creating future routes connecting Bratislava with Vienna and Budapest (PR
Newswise 2016).
Other projects include that of the Hyperloop Transportation Technology (HTT) announcing the signing of an
agreement with the city of Toulouse in France on January 24th, 2017, to open a facility for the development and testing
of Hyperloop-related technologies (PR Newswire 2017) where construction was scheduled to have completed by early
2018 at HTT's research and development center in Toulouse, France, for integration and optimization (PR Newswire
2017). Another example lies in the emirate of Abu-Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to start implementing
the hyperloop idea since March 28th, 2017, named as Virgin Hyperloop, to connect the cities of all gulf-corporation
council (GCC) countries, with the purpose of allowing travel between cities in the GCC in under an hour, enabling
new opportunities in manufacturing, warehousing, and supply chain distribution (Virgin Hyperloop 2020).
Furthermore, it was predicted from 2018 that the pods will be put into operation as soon as 2020 (Eldredge 2018), but
such has not yet materialized.
To shed light on the current infrastructure for transportation in the UAE and the GCC, the UAE only has one railway
in the country that connects the emirates of Abu Dhabi, Dubai, and Sharjah, being built slightly over ten years ago
(Railway Technology 2011). The Gulf Railway, a project having been announced in 2018, is to be the first railway
system between GCC countries, indicating that the region needs vast improvement in freight transportation, as GCC
countries are currently limited by if not heavily reliant on road transportation. The Hyperloop has been mostly
marketed in the UAE as the fastest mean of transportation for passengers, but investing in it as a freight transportation
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mode can result in significant strategic advantage gains.
An equally important hyperloop ambition having been launched since February 21st, 2018 is that by prince Mohammed
Bin Salman, of starting a foundation in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, called MISK, to (Virgin Hyperloop 2020):
provide students with an opportunity to work alongside some of the world's brightest engineers as they
develop and build systems for the Hyperloop, a new mode of transportation that moves freight and people
quickly, safely, on-demand and direct from origin to destination [pp. 3].
This is since the hyperloop ambition of Saudi Arabia aims to establish a hyperloop link between the cities of Jeddah
and Abu-Dhabi (Arab News 2020) with other plans to link the cities of Mecca and Neom, and as such establishing a
hyperloop network which allows for all major cities in the GCC area to be between in reach within the hour which is
paramount in establishing an even more connected GCC entity (Kumar 2020).
Finally, perhaps the most recent major hyperloop project is currently in the works in India, with the approval of Virgin
Hyperloop One’s plan of 2019 which plans to link the cities of Mumbai and Pune by means of a direct trip that would
span 35 minutes only, compared to that of the current three and a half hours that is otherwise needed when traversing
the distance by car (Ravenscroft 2019). Importantly, it is widely believed that this project may be the first of its kind
to be completed and as such, become the first real hyperloop project to function worldwide (Ravenscroft 2019).

2.4 Hyperloop in Europe Case Study

Figure 1 below shows, in the context of Europe, how the transportation of freight using rail remains stagnated,
compared to a considerable increase of total inland freight as a result of road transportation increasing in that time
period (Crozet et al. 2014), suggesting that Europe has been increasingly reliant on road transportation for industry
shipments. Europe is a continent that is largely unseparated by bodies of water which facilitates this mode of transport
for many industries based in the continent and transport goods on it as well.

Figure 1: Amount of freight transported by each mode of transport in Europe, being road (red), rail (green), and
inland waterways (purple)
Commercially, the expectation is to have 2 million trips worth of unattended demand by the year 2035 according to
the EU, which alludes to the shortage of trips that can be on hand at the time in terms of potential goods to be delivered
as well (Alves 2020). Whilst flights are currently the fastest way to get people or cargo from points A to B, serving as
the silver lining to the financial and environmental costs, distances covered by most trips in Europe are not great
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meaning that air travel would only transport cargo in a manner that is marginally faster than the other modes.
Consequently, air travel remains unpopular in Europe.
Hyperloops are currently set to be able to cover distances between 300 km – 500 km between city center stations, with
a trip departing every 30 seconds to two minutes (Werner 2016). According to Table 2, many of Europe’s major cities
lie within 1000 km or less from each other. By the current projection of the hyperloop’s speed, that would take 18 –
30 mins to get between cities that are 300 – 500 kilometers apart. If they are further apart, more stations will be
allocated between them due to the distance between stations’ constraint currently estimated.
Table 2: Distances between major European cities (Engineering Toolbox 2020)

Many privately owned European companies can yield gains from a hyperloop supply chain on the continent. For
instance, large hypermarkets seem to follow ‘on shelf availability’ to minimize inventory costs. However, demand
uncertainty remains to disrupt such efforts, consequently acting as a force that continually increases inventory costs.
If such hypermarkets have access to a mode of transportation that can replenish their needs within the time ranges
discussed, then it is then possible for such firms to realize a hefty reduction in inventory costs because of the ability
of reducing the number of warehouses that supply the different stores in different cities.

3. Data Collection

Focusing on a specific part of Europe, Werner (2016) provides enough data concerning the hyperloop and trucks in
northern Germany, considering three source cities and three destination cities, where each sourcing city can provide
for any of the destinations. Moreover, the distance from each source to the destination is given as per Table 3:
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Table 3: Distances (Length) and travel time between each of the three source cities (Kiel, Lubeck, and Hamburg),
and their intended destinations (Werner 2016)

Given that the average speed for trucks in Germany is around 69 to 78 Km/h (Werner 2016), the speed of the trucks
considered is taken to be the median of that range at 74 Km/h and hence, the time taken for a truck to travel from each
source to each destination is calculated and shown in Table 4. Otherwise, the time taken for a hyperloop pod to
complete the same trips are previously shown in Table 3.
Table 4: Length and travel time for each route that is being simulated
Course section
Kiel – Hamburg
Kiel – Bremen
Kiel – Bremerhaven
Lubeck – Hamburg
Lubeck – Bremen
Lubeck – Bremerhaven
Hamburg – Bremen
Hamburg - Bremerhaven

Length (km)
107
224
285
76
177
246
110
165

Travel Time (Hours)
1.45
3.03
3.85
1.03
2.39
3.32
1.49
2.23

4. Methodology

To display or simulate the process of comparing between the hyperloop and another transportation mode, the Arena
software is utilized.
In the built Arena model of figure 2 which replicates the course sections studied in Werner (2016)’s case study, of
which are displayed in tables 3 and 4, the time between arrivals for the entities, in this case tons of freight, are constant
and equal to one hour for both the hyperloop pods and trucks, where this is the first assumption made. The second
assumption is that a truck can load up to 15 tons of cargo, where one hyperloop pod can load up to 12 tons, as stated
by Werner (2016). Batching modules are placed to simulate a launch of a truck or hyperloop pod when the number of
entities reaches 15 or 12 respectively. The third assumption made is that the probabilities of a truck or a pod to go to
either destination are equal. For instance, the probability to go from Kiel to Hamburg, Kiel to Bremen, or Kiel to
Bremerhaven, are all equal to 0.333. However, in the case of the city of Hamburg, there only exists two destinations
from this city, meaning that the probability of a truck or pod to be dispatched to either Bremer or Bremerhaven is 0.5.
Finally, a processing module is set to be a plain delay for all course sections, where the delay times are based on the
time taken for a hyperloop pod or truck to travel from the source to its destination as per tables 3 and 4, simulating the
act of the trucks/hyperloop pods travelling.
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Figure 2: Three source nodes delivering to the appropriate destination end nodes
According to Werner (2016), 19,396,000 tons of cargo per year were transported among the three destinations in the
year 2013. However, attempting to run the developed Arena model for 1 year would be very time consuming. Hence
the 19,396,000 tons of cargo transported were divided by the total number of hours in a year (8760 hours per year) to
yield 2214 tons of cargo that would have been generated per hour, which is further split as 738 tons being generated
per location, per hour. Accounting for the delay modules that would decrease the number of trucks/hyperloop pods
reaching their destinations (and therefore counted), it is determined that a value of 802 tons of cargo being generated
per location, per hour, is to be used as it resulted in 3538 trucks reaching their destinations as per the Arena model,
which is the most precise value to 3542 trucks that should have reached their destinations.

5. Results and Discussion

The results of using the value of 802 when simulating for hyperloop and trucks at the same time ran for one day, are
shown in Table 5:
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Table 5: Arena output of the number of hyperloop pods (counter 1), and trucks (counter 2) dispatched during the
simulation period of 1 day

Counter 1 represents the number of hyperloop pods that have reached the destination whereas counter 2 represents the
number of trucks that have reached the same destinations. It is evident that significantly more hyperloop pods can be
dispatched than trucks (a difference of 26%). Furthermore, accounting for the space carrying constraint of the
hyperloop pod versus the truck, a total of 57744 tons of cargo were transported using the hyperloop as compared to
53160 tons using the truck, marking a difference of 8%. These are significant improvements that the hyperloop could
bring to a supply chain.

6. Conclusion

To begin with, it is unrealistic to study a supply chain built only upon the hyperloop, as the hyperloop in itself could
not transport goods to all end destinations. For instance, whilst the hyperloop can indirectly improve last mile
deliveries due to its shear speed, it must be combined with other transportation modes such that last mile deliveries
can be completed, where such modes could include existing solutions – a popular option being the use of minivans or
developing technologies such as the use of delivery drones. Furthermore, the types and quantities of cargo that can be
transported in a hyperloop is currently significantly limited, as cargo such as medicines or fruits/vegetables that may
require special compartments that would provide an ideal storing environment is simply not currently possible on the
hyperloop as no such design exists of a special hyperloop pod that would transport certain cargo types.
What this paper/simulation does show is the significant supply chain capability improvement potential that a
hyperloop can provide for existing supply chains, if it is used as a new transportation mode. The importance of
performing this exercise lies in showing how advancements in technologies, such as hyperloops, can allow supply
chain management to leap forward due to the generation of multiple factors that might help enhance the network.
These factors include the speed of travel time, environmental factors, lead time and forecasting methods. Additionally,
the research undertaken can have an impact on today’s economy: supply chain managements can benefit in globalizing
their networks by investing in a hyperloop system. In light of this, the potential creation of new job opportunities and
the gain of social exposure globally will be in effect.

7. Future Works

A more accurate figure representing the extent to which supply chain capability can be improved is still unknown,
where more sophisticated, supply-chain specific software would be needed to better model another case study of
which, portrays its existing supply chain in more detail as well. For instance, supply chain modelling (SCM) globe
represents one such software which can simulate supply chains better than Arena, as the latter is a software that
specializes in simulating queues. Furthermore, contacting companies that specialize in providing logistics solutions
would represent a source of obtaining a more detailed case study to aid with modelling and simulation. Finally, the
economic factor of the hyperloop must also be taken into account to gauge the overall attractiveness of the upcoming
transportation technology.
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